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FLORIDA: As of 18 December, a naturalized USPER from 
Pakistan, 33, was being charged with posting illegal 
bombmaking instructions on at least five occasions 
between July and September. [pg. 4]

OKLAHOMA: On 14 December, Saudi citizen Naif 
Abdulaziz M. Alfallaj, 35, pleaded guilty to visa fraud 
and making a false statement to the FBI. [pg. 4]

UNITED STATES: On 11 December, 13 key North, Central, 
and South American partners joined for the Western 
Hemisphere Counterterrorism Seminar and discussed 
the threat transnational terrorist groups pose to the 
collective security and safety of their citizens at home 
and abroad. [pg. 9]

FRANCE: UPDATE: On 13 December, Strasbourg 
Christmas market shooting suspect Cherif Chekatt, 
29, was killed by French police during a shoot-out in 
Strasbourg. [pg. 5]

UNITED KINGDOM: On 17 December, a court sentenced 
a UKPER, 18, to three years, four months in prison for 
collecting information of a kind likely to be useful to a 
person committing or preparing an act of terrorism and 
disseminating terrorist material. [pg. 6]

UNITED KINGDOM: On 11 December, UK authorities 
arrested a Newcastle man, 33, suspected of being 
concerned in the commission, preparation, or instigation 
of acts of terrorism inspired by ISIS. [pg. 6]

UNITED KINGDOM: As of 13 December, the Manchester 
City Council planned to place concrete barriers around 
popular spots to reduce the risk of terrorists using 
vehicles to target pedestrians. [pg. 9]

UNITED KINGDOM: On 6 December, the UK Government 
launched a Rental Vehicle Security program to train 
employees of rental car companies to identify and 
report possible threats. [pg. 9

UNITED STATES/GERMANY: On 13 December, the US and 
Germany launched an initiative which aims to develop 
good practices that can assist countries to identify, 
prioritize, and implement policies and measures to 
counter terrorist use of UAS. [pg. 10]

CANADA: On 11 December, Canada released its 
National Strategy on Countering Radicalization to 
Violence which engages with a variety of actors from 
police to community organizations to identify and 
prevent radicalization to violence. [pg. 11]
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SPOTLIGHT SUMMARY
FORMER AL-SHABAAB LEADER MUKHTAR ROBOW ARRESTED: On 13 December, Somali authorities arrested now 
defected former senior al-Shabaab leader Mukhtar Robow—who was scheduled to run for regional presidency on 
19 December—and accused him of “organizing a militia” in Baidoa, Bay Region, Somalia, and seeking to “undermine 
stability.” Robow’s supporters protested his arrest and clashed with security forces in Baidoa leading to the deaths of at least 
11 people. (REUTERS, CEP, HIIRAAN)
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SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT This section provides a comprehensive 
look at a terrorist group(s) or leader(s), 
and/or CT tools and literature.

Former Al-Shabaab Leader Mukhtar Robow Arrested

On 13 December, Somali authorities arrested now defected former senior al-Shabaab leader Mukhtar Robow—who was 
scheduled to run for regional presidency on 19 December—and accused him of “organizing a militia” in Baidoa, Bay Region, 
Somalia, and seeking to “undermine stability.” Robow’s supporters protested his arrest and clashed with security forces in 
Baidoa leading to the deaths of at least 11 people.

Background
Robow was a co-founder and former deputy leader of al-Shabaab in 
Somalia who sought to impose Sharia beyond the borders of Somalia and 
cultivate a closer relationship between al-Qa‘ida and al-Shabaab. Robow 
studied law at the University of Khartoum and taught Arabic in Mogadishu, 
Somalia. In 1996, he founded the first Islamist training camp in Somalia 
in al-Hudda, Bakool region. In 2000, Robow traveled to Afghanistan and 
trained alongside al-Qa‘ida and the Taliban for approximately one year 
where he reportedly learned guerrilla warfare tactics and bombmaking 
skills, which he transported back to Somalia, according to the Counter 
Extremism Project (CEP).

In 2003, Robow and some other younger members of the Somali Islamist 
group al-Itihad al-Islamiya (AIAI) broke with the organization to form 
Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujhadeen, now known as al-Shabaab. Robow 
was joined by future al-Shabaab leaders Ahmed Abdi Godane, Aden 
Hashi Ayrow, and Ibrahim Haji Jama. Their stated goal was to establish 
a “Greater Somalia” state based on Sharia. Robow backed sending 
al-Shabaab forces abroad and encouraged non-Somalis to join the group. 
Robow was supportive of the al-Shabaab relationship with al-Qa‘ida; 
however, he believed Somalia and the Horn of Africa should be the focus 
of al-Shabaab operations, according to CEP.

From Terrorist to Politician 
In 2013, Robow reportedly left the group after disagreements with the 
group’s previous leader Godane, who was killed in a 2014 US airstrike. In 
2009, Godane ousted Robow as al-Shabaab’s spokesperson following Robow’s apparent attempt to negotiate with Somalia’s 
transitional government. Robow also took al-Shabaab members loyal to him from the group’s control following the failure of a 
2010 al-Shabaab offensive. Tensions between al-Shabaab and Robow reached their height in 2013 when Robow was forced 
into hiding amid violent clashes between the two camps. “He refused to listen to us and is interested in nothing else, but in 
power,” Robow commented about Godane in June 2013.

In June 2017, the US Government withdrew its US $5 million reward for Robow, reportedly as part of negotiations to 
encourage Robow to defect from al-Shabaab. During the summer of 2017, Robow reportedly led his followers into combat 
against al-Shabaab in Abal, Somalia. On 13 August 2017, Robow defected to Somali authorities in the Somali town of Hudur, 
south of Mogadishu.

As of mid-September, Robow planned to run as a presidential candidate in Somalia’s Southwest regional elections. “I left 
al-Shabaab because of misunderstanding, and I disagreed with their beliefs which do not serve Islamic religion, Somaila, and 
its citizens,” stated Robow who also urged fighters within al-Shabaab ranks to defect to the government, according to Somali 
media reporting. (REUTERS, CEP, HIIRAAN)

Mukhtar Robow (VOA)
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in-depth counterterrorism press 
articles including context and 
background information. 

1 FLORIDA: Pembroke Pines, Florida, Man Facing 
Charges for Posting Bombmaking Instructions

As of 18 December, an FBI affidavit charged USPERTayyab 
Tahir Ismail*, 33, with posting illegal bombmaking 
instructions on at least five occasions between July and 
September, which carried a maximum 20-year prison 
sentence if convicted. Ismail is a naturalized USPER 
from Pakistan. 

 ■ The FBI claimed Ismail also posted numerous 
messages of support for ISIS and did searches on how 
to build bombs. While there was no evidence of live 
explosives, there was plenty of extremist rhetoric about 
conducting attacks, according to the FBI affidavit.

 ■ FBI explosives experts believed the bombmaking 
instructions posted by Ismail were accurate and could 
have led someone to build a dangerous device.

 ■ Ismail was also an associate of USPERJames Medina, 
who is serving a 25-year prison sentence for plotting to 
blow up a synagogue and Jewish school.

 ■ According to the FBI affidavit, the FBI had been aware 
of Ismail since October 2010, when he allegedly made 
terrorism threats at a Florida homeless shelter; claiming 
he was an “al-Qa‘ida soldier” and would “blow it up.” 
(SUN SENTINEL, FBI AFFIDAVIT)

*   The charges listed are currently allegations. As 
in any criminal case, the defendant is presumed 
innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

2 OKLAHOMA: Man Pleads Guilty to 
Terrorism-Related Charges

On 14 December, Saudi citizen Naif Abdulaziz M. Alfallaj, 
35, pleaded guilty to visa fraud and making a false 
statement to the FBI, by concealing his application to and 
attendance at an al-Qa‘ida training camp in Afghanistan 
in 2000.

 ■ On 5 February, the FBI arrested Alfallaj based on 
a criminal complaint that 15 of Alfallaj’s fingerprints 
were found on an application to al-Qa‘ida’s al Farooq 
training camp, one of the group’s key training sites in 
Afghanistan. The document was recovered by the US 
military from an al-Qa‘ida safe house in Afghanistan 
and included an emergency contact number associated 
with Alfallaj’s father in Saudi Arabia. 

 ■ Alfallaj first entered the US in late 2011 on a 
nonimmigrant visa, based on his wife’s status as a 
foreign student. He answered several questions on his 
visa application falsely, including whether he had ever 
supported terrorists or terrorist organizations. 

 ■ When sentenced, Alfallaj faces up to 10 years in prison 
on the visa-fraud offense and up to eight years in prison 
for making a false statement involving international 
terrorism. As part of his plea agreement, Alfallaj 
consented to the entry of a stipulated judicial order of 
removal from the US at the end of his prison term. (DOJ)
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3 FRANCE: Strasbourg Shooting Suspect Killed by 
Police

On 13 December, Strasbourg Christmas market shooting 
suspect Cherif Chekatt, 29, was shot dead by French 
police during a shoot-out. According to the French Interior 
Minister, police recognized a man who looked like Cherif 
walking on the street in Strasbourg’s Neudorf district and 
approached him. He opened fire on officers when they tried 
to question him, he said.

 ■ In addition, on 13 December, ISIS’ Amaq news agency 
released a claim of responsibility for the attack saying 
the attack was conducted by an “ISIS soldier.” The 
group also released issue 160 of its weekly al-Naba 
magazine, which contained a detailed report of 
the attack.

 ■ ISIS-linked groups spread footage of Cherif being shot 
by police and released a separate video nasheed, 
which stated “Terrorize them” a “message from lone 
wolf to the lone wolves around the world.”

 ■ As of 16 December, the death toll had risen to five as 
two additional victims succumbed to their wounds.  

 ■ Separately, in the hours following the attack on the 
Christmas market, Cherif’s parents and two of his 
brothers, Malek and Elias, were taken into custody. On 
15 December, Cherif’s four family members were freed 
“due to lack of incriminating evidence,” according to 
the prosecutor’s office. That same day in an interview, 
Cherif’s father, Abdelkrim Checkatt, told reporters that 
his son had become a follower of ISIS; however, he had 
no knowledge of the attack. 

 ■ On 12 December, a friend of Cherif, suspected 
of hosting the terrorist the day before the attack, 
was arrested and placed in custody. In addition, 
on 13 December, a few hours after Cherif’s death, 
authorities arrested a couple in Strasbourg who were 
suspected of housing him following his escape and 
“playing a role in supplying the firearm” Cherif used 
in the attack, according to a French official. One of 
the individuals, identified as Cherif’s relative Audrey 
Mondjehi, 37, was indicted on 17 December. 

 ■ As of 14 December, another one of Cherif’s brothers, 
Sami Chekatt, 34, was arrested in Algeria as part of a 
search warrant for terrorist criminal conspiracy, which 
was launched after the Strasbourg attack. Investigators 
wanted to know if he knew about his brother’s terrorist 
project and whether he was able to participate by 
providing any logistical support. (CNN, REUTERS, LE 
PARISIEN, FRANCE INFO, LE PARISIEN, LEMONDE, AFP, DNA, 
DW, AMAQ, AL-NABA, PRO-ISIS SUPPORTERS)

On 11 December, Cherif entered the perimeter of the 
Strasbourg Christmas market by the city’s Corbeau 
Bridge and began shooting at passers-by on the Rue des 
Orfèvres, killing three and wounding at least 12. Cherif 
fled the scene after police shot and injured him. (AFP, CNN, 
REUTERS)

Photo posted by ISIS as claim to strasbourg market attack. (ISIS)
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4 UNITED KINGDOM: Court Sentences Man for 
Collecting and Disseminating Terrorist Material

On 17 December, a court sentenced UKPERSudesh Amman, 
18, to three years, four months in prison for collecting 
information likely to be useful to a person committing or 
preparing an act of terrorism and disseminating terrorist 
material. Amman pleaded guilty on 7 November to sharing 
four links to videos depicting graphic violence by ISIS.

 ■ Forensic specialists from the National Digital 
Exploitation Service, based within the Met Police, 
recovered in excess of 349,000 media files from 
Amman’s digital devices, including manuals on combat 
techniques, knife fighting, and bombmaking. Specialists 
also retrieved messages Amman sent to his girlfriend 
and family which demonstrated his support for ISIS. 
(MET POLICE)

5 UNITED KINGDOM: ISIS-Inspired Terror Plot 
‘Foiled’ in Newcastle

On 11 December, UK authorities arrested a Newcastle 
man, 33, suspected of being concerned in the commission, 
preparation, or instigation of acts of terrorism inspired 
by ISIS. 

 ■ Authorities were granted additional time to question 
the suspect and have until 18 December to charge or 
release him, or apply for an additional extension. (BBC, 
INDEPENDENT)

6 SPAIN: Authorities Dismantle Network Financing 
Terrorism and Recruiting Inmates

On 12 December, authorities dismantled a group of four 
Syrian nationals, aged between 26 and 42, for their 
involvement in terrorist financing crimes, arms trafficking, 
illegal trafficking in persons, and terrorist indoctrination. 
One member of the group was also charged for recruiting 
and radicalizing inmates to violence.

 ■ In a series of investigations and operations between 
2014 and 2016, the Spanish Ministry of Interior 
confirmed the existence of a network of companies 
dedicated to the transport of merchandise on vessels 
registered to shipping companies in Syria and Turkey, 
which served as a cover for terrorist organizations.

 ■ The network exchanged shipments of hashish for 
weapons which would then be sent to terrorist groups 
operating in the Horn of Africa and areas of conflict in 
Syria. In addition, these vessels were used to traffic 
people from Syria and Libya to the coasts of Europe, 
mainly Greece, Italy, Cyprus and Malta; to finance 
terrorist operations. (SPAIN MOI)

7 ITALY: Authorities Identify ISIS Cell Suspected of 
2013 Kidnapping

On 12 December, Italian police issued six arrest 
warrants for individuals they identified as members of an 
ISIS-affiliated cell responsible for the 2013 kidnapping in 
Syria of Italian aid worker Federico Motka and UKPERBriton 
David Haines, who was later killed.

 ■ Of the six, police claim Mehdi Nemmouche and 
Soufiane Alilou were already detained in Belgium; 
UKPERAine Leslie Davis, UKPERAlexanda Amon Kotey, and 
UKPEREl Shafee Elskeikh were at large. Salim Benghalem 
is believed to have been killed.

 ■ Davis, Kotey, and Elskeikh were part of a group known 
as “the Beatles.” (STAR TRIBUNE, WASHINGTON POST)
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8 ITALY: Authorities Arrest ISIS Supporter Planning 
Bomb Attacks Targeting Churches

On 17 December, Italian police arrested Omar Moshin 
Ibrahim, 20, on suspicion of being an ISIS member and for 
threats he made to bomb churches in Italy, including St. 
Pete’s Basilica in the Vatican.

 ■ Ibrahim was stopped, following a month-long 
surveillance operation, as he was about to leave 
Bari, Italy, where he worked for a cleaning company, 
according to police.

 ■ During the investigation, Ibrahim was heard over 
wiretap saying, “Let’s put bombs in all the churches 
of Italy,” and praised the 11 December Strasbourg, 
France, Christmas Market attacker. (REUTERS)

9 GERMANY: Police Raid Mosque in Berlin, 
Germany, Investigating Imam for Financing 
Terrorism

On 18 December, German police raided Berlin-based 
As-Sahba mosque as part of an investigation into its imam, 
Ahmad A., on suspicion he raised money to support ISIS.

 ■ Ahmad preaches under the name Abdul Baraa and 
is suspected of sending money to a jihadi fighter to 
purchase military equipment, according to Berlin police.

 ■ During the raids, authorities discovered disks, a cash 
amount €16,000, and two prohibited items, according to 
Berlin police. (AP)

10 GERMANY: Man Released From Prison After 
Serving Time for Planning a Terrorist Attack

As of early 2018, Halil was released from prison after 
he was arrested in April 2015 on suspicion of planning a 
terrorist attack and charged with document falsification and 
violations of the Weapons and Explosives Act.

 ■ In 2015, Halil D. used a false name to buy three liters of 
hydrogen peroxide in a Frankfurt, Germany, hardware 
store. The saleswoman became suspicious and 
informed the police.

 ■ Police observed Halil driving off parts of the route 
of a bicycle race scheduled for 1 May 2015 around 
Frankfurt and Eschborn, Germany. On 30 April, special 
forces raided Hali’s house in Oberursel, Germany, and 
found chemicals which could be used to construct an 
explosive device.

 ■ As of November, Halil moved to Turkey, according to 
German authorities. (FAZ)

11 SWEDEN: Authorities Arrest Individual Planning 
Terror Attack

On 13 December, Swedish authorities arrested an 
individual suspected of planning a terror attack and illegal 
weapons possession.

 ■ The arrest was a part of raids conducted in western 
Sweden after authorities learned the individual was 
preparing for the attack and had connections to foreign 
nationals. (EURO NEWS)
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12 MALI: Authorities Foil New Year’s Eve Terror 
Attacks

On 12 December, Malian authorities announced the 
dismantlement of a four-man “terrorist cell” suspected of 
planning simultaneous New Year’s Eve attacks in several 
countries. The suspects—two from Burkina Faso, one from 
Mali, and one from Ivory Coast—were “apprehended as 
they were preparing to carry out attacks” in the capitals of 
their respective countries, according to Malian authorities. 

 ■ According to the Malian authorities’ statement, the 
suspects “took part in the double attack on March 2 in 
Ouagadougou [Burkina Faso]” as well as the abduction 
of a Colombian nun in February 2017 in southern Mali. 
(AFP)

On 2 March, attackers killed at least eight and wounded at 
least 50 in Ouagadougou during an attack on the country’s 
military headquarters and at the French Embassy. JNIM 
claimed responsibility for the attack and released a photo 
of suicide bomber Yunis al-Fulani, who detonated a VBIED 
at the military headquarters. (BBC, REUTERS, JNIM)

13 PHILIPPINES: Authorities Kill Three Abu Sayyaf 
Group Members

On 13 December, three Abu Sayyaf fighters were killed on 
Minis Island in clashes with Philippine forces, according to 
a spokesman for the Western Mindanao Command. The 
Philippine Marine Ready Force-Sulu encountered about 
50 gunmen as “heavy skirmishes ensued resulting in the 
killing of three enemies based on body count, while a 
[Philippine] soldier died and two other personnel incurred 
minor injuries,” the spokesman said.

 ■ Lt. Gen. Arnel dela Vega, the regional military 
commander, ordered security forces to intensify 
offensives against the pro-ISIS group, which is holding 
several foreigners and Filipinos kidnapped in the South 
and in Sabah. (MANILA TIMES)
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on methods terrorists are 
utilizing overseas which could 
be employed domestically. 

US Department of State (DoS) 
Hosts Western Hemisphere 
Counterterrorism Seminar
On 11 December, 13 key North, Central, and South 
American partners met and discussed the threat that 
transnational terrorist groups, including ISIS, al-Qa‘ida, and 
Lebanese Hizballah, pose to the collective security and 
safety of their citizens at home and abroad.

 ■ Participants highlighted that transnational terrorist 
groups seek to exploit gaps in national and regional CT 
capabilities, including border security, law enforcement, 
counterterrorist financing, and information sharing. The 
governments committed to bolstering CT capabilities 
and working together to address national and regional 
gaps, to counter terrorist threats and networks 
more effectively.

 ■ Argentina will host a follow-on meeting in the summer of 
2019 to assess progress and continue identifying areas 
of potential cooperation. (DOS)

JCAT: The DoS CT Seminar highlights the importance of 
information sharing as a critical component in combating 
terrorism. Understanding current trends and ever-evolving 
tactics being used by violent extremists—including foreign 
terrorist organizations (FTOs)—will provide security 
professionals and first responders more opportunities to 
develop adaptive security measures, which may increase 
the chance of detecting, disrupting, or preventing a terrorist 
attack. Information sharing is a best practice in enhancing 
situational awareness among first responders. In addition, 
regular information sharing between federal, state, and 
local partners, and the private sector can help piece 
together a larger plot through its smaller elements, which 
otherwise would likely go unnoticed. (JCAT)

United Kingdom Authorities Plan to 
Place Barriers Around Manchester 
City Center
As of 13 December, the Manchester City Council planned 
to place concrete barriers around the city’s busiest spots 
to reduce the risk of terrorists using vehicles to target 
pedestrians. The city council also announced it was 
planning to spend almost $300,000 on the protective 
measures following advice from CT police.

 ■ The move to install the barriers was a part of a larger 
national program to ensure UK cities were as safe as 
possible, which included certain measures at several 

locations across Manchester. (BBC)

United Kingdom Launches 
Anti-Terrorism Program Created for 
Rental Car Companies
On 6 December, following multiple high-profile terrorists 
attacks involving rental vehicles, the UK Government 
launched a Rental Vehicle Security program, which would 
help rental car companies train employees to identify and 
report possible threats.

 ■ The overall purpose of the program was to keep the 
public safe from vehicle attacks, protect the company’s 
reputation, and create a greater security culture within 
rental car businesses.

 ■ The voluntary system was open to all agencies that 
offered short-term rental vehicles. It required companies 
to follow a 10-point code of conduct that included a 
commitment to report suspicious behavior, share data 
with law enforcement, train staff to identify suspicious 
behavior, and take only electronic forms of payment 
so police could trace it quickly. (UK DEPARTMENT FOR 
TRANSPORT)
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JCAT: Partnerships with private sector businesses, such 
as the vehicle rental industry, acts as a force multiplier 
and allows for recognition of and coordinated reporting 
on suspicious activities associated with a terrorist plot. 
Employees of vehicle rental companies should be aware of 
circumstances with vehicles which may seem suspicious 
or customers that exhibit suspicious behaviors. FBI’s 
“Tripwires” for reporting of suspicious vehicle rentals and 
the Rental Vehicle Security System program are examples 
of public-private campaigns which strengthen public safety 
efforts to disrupt plots prior to an attack. (JCAT)

US and Germany Launch Initiative 
to Counter Unmanned Arial Systems 
(C-UAS)
On 13 December, the US and Germany, under the 
auspices of the Global Counterterrorism Forum (GCTF), 
launched the C-UAS Initiative which aims to develop a set 
of non-binding good practices that can assist countries in 
developing or expanding national action plans to identify, 
prioritize, and implement policies and measures to counter 
terrorist use of UAS. The launch event was held alongside 
the Initiative’s first regional workshop on 14 December, 
which focused on countering the UAS threat in Europe.

 ■ Participants from national and local governments, and 
international organizations exchanged assessments of 
the threat, national policies, and legislative responses 
towards terrorist use of UAS, and established 
technologies to counter UAS.

 ■ According to the US Department of State (DoS), ISIS 
and other terrorist groups are using this technology to 
conduct reconnaissance, drop explosives, and spread 
propaganda. Rapidly improving technology and easier 
access increase the possibility of terrorists using UAS 
against civilian targets. As these attacks are increasing 
in complexity and frequency, multilateral cooperation is 
needed to develop a substantive guide for governments 
to counter terrorist use of UAS, according to DoS. (DOS)

Canada’s National Strategy on 
Countering Radicalization to 
Violence
On 11 December, the Canada Centre for Community 
Engagement and Prevention of Violence (Canada Centre) 
released Canada’s National Strategy on Countering 
Radicalization to Violence, which engages with a variety of 
actors from police to community organizations to identify 
and prevent radicalization to violence. The National 
Strategy has three main purposes:

 ■ To explain radicalization to violence and the destructive 
and harmful behaviors involved, including their impacts 
on citizens and communities.

 ■ To outline the Canadian Government’s approach to 
preventing and countering radicalization to violence 
through early prevention, at-risk prevention, and 
disengagement from violent ideologies.

 ■ To outline three priorities which have been identified by 
the Canada Centre in consultation with stakeholders, 
the public, and international experts; which will provide 
a focus for the activities and investments of the Canada 
Centre: Building, sharing, and using knowledge; 
addressing radicalization to violence in the online 
space; and supporting interventions. (CANADIAN GOV)
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Public Report on Terrorist Threat to 
Canada
On 11 December, Canada’s Ministry of Public Safety and 
Emergency Preparedness released the 2018 Public Report 
on the Terrorist Threat to Canada, which stated “Canada’s 
terrorist threat environment remains stable.” According to 
the report, the principal terrorist threat to Canada continues 
to stem from individuals or groups who are inspired by 
violent Sunni Islamist ideology and terrorist groups, such 
as ISIS or al-Qa‘ida. At the time of the report’s publication, 
Canada’s National Terrorism Threat Level remained at 
medium—as set in early October 2014—meaning a violent 
act of terrorism could occur.

 ■ Canada has not seen an influx in the number of 
Canadian extremist travelers who have returned to 
Canada, despite the decline of ISIS territorial holdings 
in the Syria-Iraq conflict zone continue to decline.

 ■ In Canada, and more generally in the West, individuals 
who claim allegiance or who are inspired by terrorist 
groups use low-sophistication, low-resource tactics 
(such as vehicle ramming) to commit violent acts to 
achieve mass casualties and garner publicity and 
reaction. These individuals or groups are often inspired 
online, which is also a venue for recruitment, facilitation, 
and guidance on weapons and/or financing.

 ■ The Canadian Government’s approach to countering 
the threat posed by terrorism continues to evolve, in line 
with the nature of the threat. Above all, the Canadian 
Government continues to counter terrorism in a manner 
consistent with the expectations of Canadians—to 
protect its people and its allies in a manner which 
reflects shared values, rights, and freedoms. (CANADIAN 
GOV)

Canadian Terror Financing 
Assessment for 2018
As of December, Canada released the 2018 Terror 
Financing Assessment which included countries assessed 
to be a higher risk for terrorist activity financing.

 ■ The assessment examined terrorist financing risks 
related to jurisdictions that either were exposed to 
terrorism and terrorist activity or their role in the 
global financial system and their degree of financial 
connection to Canada, measured by the volume of 
reporting to FINTRAC and their overall trade and 
economic relations with Canada. (CANADIAN GOV)

Pro-ISIS Al-Muhajirin Foundation 
Issues Guidelines to Circumvent 
Telegram Ban
On 12 December, a pro-ISIS media group issued an 
advisory with specific guidelines to members in an effort 
to avoid suspension of Telegram accounts. The latest 
advisory came shortly after Telegram increased its 
suspension of violent jihadist accounts on its platform, with 
over 3,000 suspended on 6 December. The guidance set 
out five ways to protect channels and groups from being 
suspendws, which were:

 ■ Usernames should be a mix of English letters, symbols, 
and letters from other languages so that Telegram bots 
would not be able to detect them easily.

 ■ Names should not be associated with established 
and widely known ISIS names such as Islamic State, 
Khilafah, and Nashir.

 ■ ISIS supporters should not show images of violence, 
bloodshed, or weapons.

 ■ Invitations to join a channel or a group should only be 
posted in trusted communities and not left open for 
more than half an hour.

 ■ Only admins of a group have the right to add new 
members to the community. (BBC MONITORING)
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Report Assesses Al-Shabaab 
Remains Threat to Somalia
In December, the Combating Terrorism Center (CTC) 
at West Point released the latest issue of its monthly 
publication, CTCSentinel, which included a report titled 
“No End in Sight for the al-Shabaab Threat to Somalia.” 
According to the report, al-Shabaab still has significant 
capability to conduct attacks despite airstrikes killing 
hundreds of its fighters in the past year. 

 ■ The report stated one reason for the group’s resilience 
is its promotion of operatives with proven track records 
in military operations to senior positions. 

 ■ Another reason for the group’s resilience is its ability 
to finance its fighters. According to UN monitors, the 
group’s taxation system has grown in sophistication 
and reach, to the point where al-Shabaab is now likely 
running a budget surplus. (CTC)

Afghanistan, Pakistan, and China 
Sign CT Agreement
On 15 December, representatives from Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, and China attended the second trilaterial 
ministers’ dialogue in Kabul and signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding on CT. 

 ■ The representatives agreed to use the existing dialogue 
mechanism to enhance coordination and promote 
cooperation; they also agreed to coordinate and call on 
the Taliban to return to negotiations. (ECONOMIC TIMES)

ISIS Creates Social Media Group on 
New Rocket.Chat Platform
As of 14 December, ISIS promoted a new propaganda 
channel on the open source collaboration platform 
Rocket.Chat. The opening of the Rocket.Chat group 
coincided with an increase in deletions of ISIS-affiliated 
Telegram channels and Viber communities. (ISIS)

Authorities Say ISIS-Inspired 
Terrorists Continue to Recruit in 
Southern Philippines
On 16 December, Lieutenant Colonel Gerry 
Besana—spokesperson for the Western Mindanao 
Command (Westmincom)—stated ISIS-inspired terrorists 
continued to recruit potential fighters for a stronghold in the 
southern Philippines despite being defeated in Morawai 
in 2017.

 ■ Besana said Westmincom monitored reports of 
continuing recruitment and said the terrorists “are 
really good” at using propaganda. Westmincom was 
attempting to counter the propaganda, he said.

 ■ Besana said more than 40 members from the 
ISIS-inspired Maute Group, that seized Marawi in 2017, 
have surrendered. The terrorists have been linked to 
Abu Dhar, who led the Dawlah Islamiyah cell, and Abu 
Turaife of the Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters.

 ■ Besana said foreign terrorists had a difficult time 
entering the country since the creation of Joint Task 
Force INDOMALPHI—a joint security operation of 
Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines to secure 
common maritime boundaries; however, controlling the 
border was still a problem. He said the program would 
be more effective if residents, who best know their 
areas, would identify outsiders in their communities. 
(PHILSTAR)
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PARTING SHOTSPARTING SHOTS This section includes 
press articles with 
concise summaries for 
rapid consumption. 

1 SPAIN: ISIS-Aligned Group Releases 
Spanish-Narrated Video Threatening Attacks in 
Barcelona

On 12 December, an ISIS-aligned group released a 
Spanish-narrated video threatening attacks in Barcelona. 
The video showed a montage of photos from the August 
2017 vehicle attack against Las Ramblas in Spain, as a 
reminder. (ISIS-ALIGNED GROUP)

2 THE NETHERLANDS: Dutch Court Imprisons Two 
Syrian Refugees for Fighting With Terror Group

On 14 December, the District Court of Rotterdam gave 
two Syrian refugees a nine- and four-year prison sentence 
because they fought with al-Nusrah Front in Syria. In 
mid-2017, Dutch security services reported the two had 
ideological sympathies with the radical struggle in their 
homeland, but there was no indication the two conducted 
terrorist activities in the Netherlands. (NU)

3 MALI: AQIM Leader Releases Audio Statement 
Claiming France is Dealing With ‘Consequences’ 
of Mali War

On 11 December, the media branch of AQIM—Al-Andalus 
establishment for media production—released an 
Arabic-language video of AQIM leader Abu-Mus’ab 
‘Abd-al-Wadud titled “France Between the Curse of 
Looting the Riches and the Flames of the Protests.” In the 
statement, Wadud claimed the ongoing protests in France 
were a consequence of the French war in Mali. (AQIM)

Photo still from AWIM video. (AQIM)

4 MOROCCO: Authorities Dismantle ISIS Cell

On 11 December, authorities claimed they dismantled 
an ISIS-affiliated cell plotting to conduct attacks in Saudi 
Arabia. The three-member cell was active in Kenitra, 
Morocco. One cell member tried to join ISIS operatives in 
Syria, Iraq, and West Africa prior to joining the cell. (ASHARQ 
AL-AWSAT)

5 SOMALIA: AFRICOM Conducts Airstrikes in 
Gandarshe, Somalia, Kills 62 Militants

On 15 December, in close coordination with the Federal 
Government of Somalia, AFRICOM forces conducted six 
precision airstrikes against al-Shabaab in the vicinity of 
Gandarshe, killing 62 militants. According to AFRICOM, the 
strikes did not kill any civilians. (AFRICOM, NYT)

6 SOMALIA: ISIS Claims Encounter With 
Al-Shabaab Killed 14

On 16 December, ISIS claimed it clashed with al-Shabaab 
in northern Somalia, killing 14 al-Shabaab members. 
ISIS’ Amaq news agency released a statement about the 
encounter, claiming the group attacked al-Shabaab as it 
prepared to attack an ISIS position. In November, ISIS’ 
al-Naba newsletter included a warning that, “Especially our 
people in Somalia, what the al-Qa‘ida branch in Somalia 
has done, because the response from the Islamic State is 
coming.” (AMAQ)

ISIS amaq claim. (ISIS amaq)
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7 WORLDWIDE: ISIS-Aligned Publication Risalah 
7 Calls for Insider Attacks Inside Kashmir

As of 13 December, the self described “Islamic State 
Jammu & Kashmir” published the newest edition of Risalah 
7, which called for Kashmiri fighters in local security 
services to “repent” and conduct insider attacks. (PRO-ISIS 
SUPPORTERS) 

8 WORLDWIDE: ISIS Creates Group on Viber 
Messaging Application

As of 10 December, the official ISIS Nashir news agency 
shared a link on Telegram directing members to an 
ISIS-run Viber page. This was the first time ISIS officially 
appeared on Viber, and at least 223 members allegedly 
already joined the group. (ISIS NASHIR)

Screenshot of ISIS channel on viber. (ISIS NASHIR)

9 WORLDWIDE: ISIS Supporter Posts Link to 160th 
Issue of Al-Naba

On 13 December, an ISIS supporter posted links to 
download the 160th issue of al-Naba, ISIS’s weekly 
Arabic-language newsletter. (ISIS)

10 WORLDWIDE: Pro-ISIS Liwa Al-Ansar Newspaper 
Publishes Third Issue

On 9 December, the pro-ISIS editors of the Liwa 
al-Ansar—Brigade of the Supporters—newspaper released 
their third issue. This issue focused on justifying ISIS lack 
of action in Myanmar and Israel, claiming that countries’ 
people were responsible for their “liberation.” (LIWA AL 
ANSAR)
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NATIONAL COUNTERTERRORISM CENTER (NCTC)
NCTC serves as the primary organization in the US Government for integrating and analyzing 
all intelligence pertaining to terrorism possessed or acquired by the US Government (except 
purely domestic terrorism); serves as the central and shared knowledge bank on terrorism 
information; provides all-source intelligence support to government-wide counterterrorism 
activities; establishes the information technology (IT) systems and architectures within 
NCTC and between NCTC and other agencies that enable access to, as well as integration, 
dissemination, and use of, terrorism information.

NCTC serves as the principal advisor to the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) on 
intelligence operations and analysis relating to counterterrorism, advising the DNI on how well 
US intelligence activities, programs, and budget proposals for counterterrorism conform to 
priorities established by the President. 

.
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